
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
HOW TO GET TO .. .. .. 

 
 

CFS/ME Service 
 

“FAIRLAWNS” 
Middlewood Medical Centre 

 
621 Middlewood Road 

Sheffield S6 1TT 
 
 
 

Telephone : (0114) 229 2937 

WHERE ARE WE? 
 
We are based at Fairlawns, Middlewood 
Medical Centre, which is situated on the 
left hand side of the A6102 Middlewood 
Road, just past the Wadsley Village Park 
housing estate on the site of the old 
Middlewood Hospital.  Car parking is 
available on site. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
DIRECTIONS FOR PUBLIC 
TRANSPORT USERS  

 
BY TRAM—You will need the Yellow route 
tram, destination Middlewood.  Alight at 
the Middlewood Terminus.  It is a 10 
minute walk from the terminus to 
Fairlawns. Walk along the front of Wynn 
Gardens estate until you reach the park 
entrance.  On the opposite side of the road 
you will see Fairlawns Medical Centre.  
Cross at the island in the middle of the 
road.  Or you can use the Tramlink service 
available (see below) 
 
BY SUPERTRAM LINK BUS —Catch the 
bus from terminus destined for 
Stocksbridge—the first stop is just before 
Fairlawns.   

 
   

SUPERTRAM NETWORK   
 
 
 
 

 



 
FROM NORTH 
Junction 36 of M1.  Take 3rd exit signed A61  
Sheffield.  Follow this road (Halifax Road)  straight 
through Grenoside and onto the dual carriageway. 
 
Keep straight through several sets of traffic lights, 
under the railway bridge (pass the fitness centre on 
left) the road now becomes Penistone Road to the 
roundabout. Burger King is on your right. 
 
At the roundabout take 3rd exit (Leppings Lane) 
passing behind Sheffield Wednesday Football 
ground.  Continue to traffic lights and turn right 
into Catch Bar Lane (A6102 signposted Stocks-
bridge, Middlewood).   
 

Please follow directions from * 
 
FROM NORTH WEST 
A616 from Langsett (Old Manchester Road) follow 
A6102 approximately 6 miles through Stocks-
bridge/Deepcar/Oughtibridge. When you have 
passed through Oughtibridge continue on the 
A6102 (Middlewood Road North) until you see 
Forest Lodge (NHS Complex) on your right, the 
next building you pass is Middlewood Road Ambu-
lance station, turn right just before the central  
reservation in the road into the Middlewood Prima-
ry Health Care Centre car park.  The barrier is au-
tomatic and will raise as you approach. 
 
If you are using a Sat Nav as a driving aid, 
please be aware when inputting the post code 
for Fairlawns, you will be directed to the  
housing estate at the rear of the building, only 
follow your devices directions to Middlewood 

Road follow directions above  from * 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

CFS/ME Service 
 

“FAIRLAWNS” 
Middlewood Medical Centre 

621 Middlewood Road 
Sheffield S6 1TT 

 
 
 

Telephone : (0114) 229 2937 

Directions to Middlewood Primary 
Health Care Centre 

 
FROM SOUTH 
M1 Junction 33 follow signs A630 to Sheffield 
centre along the Sheffield Parkway. 
 
At large roundabout (Park Square) take 5th exit 
signed A61 North towards Barnsley. 
 
Keep following signs to A61 North for about 3 
miles, you will pass a row of (Toyota, Lexus) car 
showrooms on your right, as well as McDonalds, 
B&Q, and Morrisons Supermarket on your left.  
Continue until you notice a leisure complex 
(swimming pool, etc) on your right and a park on 
the left; take a left turn past the park onto the 
A6102 signposted Stocksbridge & Middlewood. 
 
At the traffic lights go straight  ahead, Sheffield 
Wednesday Football Club on your right.   
 

* 
At the traffic lights with Asda on your right follow 
the tram track straight onto Middlewood Road. 
 
Continue past Gilders VW garage and the main 
Middlewood Park and Ride tram station on the 
right.  As you continue on Middlewood Road 
there is  a  housing estate (flats) on the right and a 
new (private) housing estate on the left.  Straight 
on at this set of traffic lights, As you reach the end 
of the shops on the right there is a sign warning of 
speed cameras. 
 
Turn left just before the central reservation in the 
road into the Middlewood Primary Health Care 
Centre car park.  The barrier is automatic and will 
raise as you approach. 


